
Updates to Loupedeck Software  

v. 4.2 supplement  

 
 

Application Drop-down menu: 

When adding a new application: 
- After modal opens, user needs to select which application he wants to “add” into the 

dropdown: 
- The applications which are currently running are on top of the list (Windows feature only) 
- Rest of the installed applications come after that. 
- TIP! for the user: Run your application before adding it, so it can be found fast from the 

beginning of the list 
 
Removing application from the application dropdown -list 

- Remove the last profile and application will be automatically removed from the application 
drop-down menu 

- Note: Integrated applications cannot be removed (e.g. Lightroom, Premiere Pro ..) 
 
 

Profile drop-down menu: 
 
New Empty Profile 

- Creates a profile without any action mapping, so that user can start mapping from the 
scratch (custom actions are also wiped for this profile). 

- Created profile is automatically selected. NOTE: If you want to use some other profile with 
the target application, remember to select it from the drop down menu! 

 
Add Default Profile: 

- Creates a profile that has the default mapping (by Loupedeck) for corresponding (and 
supported) application. Note: Custom applications which are not supported by default do 
not have a default mapping. 

- Created profile is automatically selected. NOTE: If you want to use some other profile with 
the target application, remember to select it from the drop down menu! 

 
 

Custom Actions 
 
Custom Actions background image has purple stripes at the top and the bottom, but not purple 
background in the middle – this is to distinguish custom actions from plugin actions. 
 
Custom Actions can now be created to the first level of “Custom Actions” main group (instead of 
forcing them all under an action group). 
 
Icon editor: 

- You can assign an image by dragging an image over the image preview. 
 
General TIPs for user: (this might be mentioned there already, please check/search) 



- Naming actions: Using \n in the naming will force the text into two rows when printed on 
touch button screen: example “This\nIs an\nAction” -> 
This 
Is an 
Action 

 
Combining two Custom Action Groups:  

- Rename other group to have identical name as the other group = content of groups will be 
combined under one group 

 
Custom Action’s command line type: “Text” 

- Can be used to run scripts, to print text, etc 
- Following parameters can be utilized in the “Text”-type (parameters are not case sensitive): 

o Current Date: %CurrentDate% 
o Current Time: %CurrentTime% 
o Loupedeck Software Version: %LoupedeckVersion% 
o Operating System (OS) Version: %OsVersion% 
o User Name (OS): %UserName% 
o User Domain Name: %UserDomainName% 
o Computer Name (ID Name): %MachineName% 

 
 

Custom Adjustments 
 
Custom Adjustmen command lines can be swapped by pressing “Swap Order” button. This will swap 
the assigned functions on left rotation and right rotation. 
 
Custom Actions can now be created to the first level of “Custom Actions” main group (instead of 
forcing them all under an action group). 
 
Icon editor: 

- You can assign an image by dragging an image over the image preview. 
 
General TIPs for user: (this might be mentioned there already, please check/search) 

- Naming actions: Using \n in the naming will force the text into two rows when printed on 
touch button screen: example “This\nIs an\nAction” -> 
This 
Is an 
Action 

 
Combining two Custom Action Groups:  

- Rename other group to have identical name as the other group = content of groups will be 
combined under one group 

 
 
Creating pages 

Tip! Page is formulated with a random name (e.g. Touch Page #2) and you can accept this quickly by 
pressing enter. Page name can be changed later to suit what has been assigned to the page. 

- Created page is automatically selected and ready for mapping! 



 
 

Wheel Widgets 
 
Assigning default rotation: 

- First rotation adjustment assigned will be automatically assigned as default rotation 
- If you assign only press actions to the wheel widget, you can assign default rotation 

separately. 
- Note: Not all wheel widgets have a possibility to add default rotation (most of them do) 

 
Swapping Assigned functions: 

- You can swap the order of assigned functions by drag-and-dropping them within the wheel 
widgets function list. 

- Drag-and-drop will swap functions, not change the order otherwise 
o Note: On List wheel widget you change the order by drag-and-dropping an 

adjustment between any two adjustments. 

 
 

Creating Workspaces: 
 

- Created workspace is automatically created and ready for mapping! 
 


